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PREFACE
j
This Service Study is concerned with information which can
be used in the development of a course of study in family rela-
tionships. The purpose of sucfe a course is to contribute to
the development of personalities better able to foster happier
homes and more effective family living. This study is intended
to be of value to the teacher who is challenged to help in the
effort to strengthen home and family living which has been
weakenec* in recent years. Many things have brought about in-
creasing changes in the home. These changes whether stemming
from technological, social, or economic conditions have created
family oroblems. The school must therefore do its part in de-
veloping understanding and ability on the part of family members
to make necessary adjustments.
The area encompassing the study of family relationships is
vast. The following Service Study recognizes that there are
important phases of the topic which are not discussed therein.
The limits of the study are suggested in the questionnaire
used.i/ This study or a resulting course will not be the solu-
tion to the problem but it will show vocational schools that '
have already recognized the need for such a course. It will
show the type of work that is offered in order to lay a founda-
tion that can lessen the problem.
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CHAPTER I
SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF THIS SERVICE STUDY
History of Diman Vocational High School
The Pi man Vocational High School ,— This school is located
in Fall Fiver, Massachusetts. Fall River is a typical American
city having a cosmopolitan population of 114,506. The school
system has slowly come to the realization of the need for and
the possibilities inherent in vocational education. Thirty-five
years ago the first shop class (woodworking) was opened in the
"basement of the John J. McDonough School. Although this was
located in one of the public schools, it was not a part of the
system. The class was the result of the effort and interest of
Reverend Mr. J. Hugh Diman who was then head of fashionable
St. George's school for boys in Newport, Rhode Island. It was
equipped, staffed and completely financed by that fine gentle-
man.
For three years, Reverend Mr. Diman assumed the complete
responsibility for this vocational project. Then, with the
shop class well established, its worth in an industrial com-
munity recognized, he called uoon the city to include shop work
- 1 -
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in its public school system and to assume the responsibility
for its operation, expansion and financing. Mr. Hector L.
Belisle, the superintendent at the time, succeeded in having
the work made a part of the educational system. One floor of
a building at the southeast corner of Durfee and Bank Streets
was utilized and the Diman Vocational School for boys was opene<
as a part of the public school system. The shop work was gradu-
ally expanded and the entire three floors of the building were
used. By 19^2, with expansion and interest in vocational train-
ing steadily increasing, new quarters were found and a boys'
and a girls' division of Diman established. The boys' division
was established as a Vocational High School.
The Girls' Division of Diman.— A separate building locate<
on Morgan Street, houses the girls' division. This is an out-
growth of the Junior Vocational classes which were organized
when industry was prohibited from employing youths of fourteen
to sixteen years of age. Many of these young people were not
interested in pursuing the regular academic curriculum required
if they remained in the traditional school. To mark time in
the traditional school, until they reached sixteen meant severe
adjustment problems. For an educational system to offer nothing
better to these young people would have been knowingly disre-
garding an area of education in which many of the youths had
L
I
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3considerable potentiality. If education was to be really demo-
cratic and individual differences sincerely faced, reorganiza-
tion became a necessity.
The purpose of the Girls' Division of Dlman .— The Girls'
Division of Diman was organized to meet the needs of adolescent
girls whose interest and aptitudes were in the vocational area.
Hence, a homemaking department was established which operates
on a two year basis. The girls, whose age range is from four-
teen to sixteen and grade range from seventh through tenth,
follow a program of general home economics. "General home
economics is a phase of practical arts education, vocational
home economics, or vocational homemaking as it is called, is
given to fit girls and ^omen for the responsibility of planning
and managing homes and caring for members of the family and has
definite vocational objectives. "1/ The school follows a well
balanced schedule which allows 50 per cent of the time for shop
training and 50 Per cent of the time for cultural, civic, and
physical training. Every effort is made to develop these ado-
lescent girls along lines that will enable them to go out into
the community well equipped for living and working with others.
Support of vocational schools .— Vocational schools are
supported by federal funds expended under the Smith Hughes Act
If F. Theodore Struck , Vocational Education for a Changing World .
John Wiley and Sons Inc. New York, 1945, p. g4.
r
iof 1917 which was later supplemented by the George-Deen Act.
The supervision of the schools is in the control of the State
Department of Vocational Education. The United States Office
of Education in its Statement of Policies for the Admini strati 01
of Vocational Education says,^/ "since the controlling purpose
of vocational homemaking education is to fit for useful employ-
ment, the specific objectives should include among others.
a. Provision of food for the family.
b. Selection, care and construction of clothing.
c. Care and guidance of children.
d. Selection, furnishing and care of the home.
e. Selection and use of home equipment.
f. Maintenance of health.
g. Home care of the sick.
h. Consumer buying.
i. Maintenance of satisfactory family relationships."
These objectives are included in the program of the Home-
making Department of Diman Vocational High School, The girls
receive a type of education which recognizes their interests
and aptitudes and prepares them to do well the important tasks
of homemaking.
l/ United States Office of Education, Statement of Policies for
the Administration of Vocational Education. Vocational Educa-
tional Bulletin. No. 1 p. 6l
1
f
Requirements for entrance to the Girls' Division of Pi man .
—
Girls may enter from the regular school, parochial or public,
upon amplication to the principal of the Vocational School, The
girl must have reached her fourteenth birthday and must have
completed the seventh grade. Provision is made for the appli-
cant to be interviewed. At this interview, the principal con-
siders the student's readiness to enter this type of training
in relation to her mental and physical ability, her previous
scholarship, school attendance record and the extent to which
such training will benefit the girl. The majority of the girls
enter Diman knowing that they are leaving at age sixteen either
because of family need or because of a mind set. All the girls
are urged and encouraged to complete the two year course which
can terminate in graduation and the award of a certificate in
homemakins:.
Family Relationships as a Field of Subject Matter
The importance of family relationships .— "Family relation-
ships which are as old as civilization itself touch every inter-
est and activity in modern life. The recognition of this as a
field of subject matter is fairly recent. "i/ "There is an im-
portant direct contribution to be made in the study of relation-
ships themselves, of the process of interaction between people
1/ Groves, Skinner-Swenson, The Family and Its Relationships .
J. B. Lippincott Company, New York, 1941, p. V
T
within the same family."—/ "The war has created many new rela-
tionship problems for families and aggravated old ones.
Herein are implications for education.
Promoting; this area of education.— "The school's purpose
in this is to help individuals, through group instruction, to
get hold of principles and have experiences that will enable
them to make their own family relationships more satisfying to
themselves and others, "2/ The home is considered the backbone
of the nation. If this be so, then "it becomes evident that
education for home and family life should no longer be restricted
to a selected few but made available to all students, "ft/
This Study and Its Purpose
Reasons for the study .— Homemaking forms the basis of the
vocational training at the Girls' Division of Diman Vocational
High School. Therefore, the school, in an effort to give train-
ing that can contribute to home and family living, offers Family
Relationships as one of the subjects in the curriculum. The
course, which was established five years ago, is under revision.
1/ Report of Committee to Study Postwar Problems, Vocational
Education in the Years Ahead, U. 3. Office of Education Bulle-
tin 234, p. 229.
2/ Ibid, p. 226
kj Graves and Ott, Your Home and Family. Little Brown and Compa-
ny, Boston, Massachusetts 1937* P. XIV
ri
The writer, being responsible for the revision, wished to dis-
cover what others were doing in the same area. Every possible
means must be utilized that will contribute to the individual's
development as a family member. Hence, the purpose of this
study is to secure information which will help in revision that
will benefit the girls.
The problem statement ,— What is the content of the Family
Relationships course offered in vocational schools, as shown
by an analysis of textbooks used and an analysis of courses of
study in the vocational field?
Sub-problems
1. Where is Family Relationships offered as a definite
subject in the curriculum of vocational schools?
2. What grade level does it reach?
3. What textbooks are most frequently used in the course?
k. What subject matter is included in the course?
5. What methods are used in conducting the course?
Method of procedure .— In order to establish a background
for the study to be conducted, literature in the field was read
carefully, A questionnaire was sent out to a selected group
of vocational schools. The returns were studied extensively
to obtain the information around which to plan revision of
Diman's present course of study. Accepted methods of classify-
ing data were followed. Each group of facts shown in a table
ff
8was discussed to further the analysis and disclose the true
meaning of each group of findings.
Summary .— The homemaking department of Diman Vocational
High School, in an earnest endeavor to meet the needs of ado-
lescent girls, includes Family Relationships in its curriculum.
Whatever contributes to effective homes and wholesome, happy
family life also contributes to national welfare. The writer
believes the home is the source of a nation's strength. Educa-
tion is not meeting its full obligation if youth receives train-
in? that neglects to stir and develop a consciousness of the
importance of family, an understanding of what is needed to
create happy home life, and a willingness to contribute to
effective family living.
A recent follow-up study made by one of the Diman facul-
ty,—^ showed that the majority of the graduates marry soon after
leaving Diman. Therefore, through this subject, especially, it
is hoped that training for effective home and family living will
give the girls an advantageous start toward making a happy and
stable home life. The writer believes that knowledge of what
is being done in this area will be helpful in revision of the
present course of study and prove of great value to the students
who are the future homemakers.
l_f Miss Juliet ta C. Delahanty, A Follow-up Study of Graduates
and Non-Graduates of the Homemaking Department of Diman Voca-
tional High School
,
19^7
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CHAPTER II
FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS AS A PART OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Family Relationships as a Subject in the Curriculum
Questionnaire contacts .— The names of thirty-six schools
were selected from the Directory of Federally Aided All Day
Trade and Industrial Education Programs. A questionnaire was
sent to each of these thirty-six schools in order to discover
which vocational schools included in their curricula, education
for home and family living as well as education for earning a
living. A letter of transmittal, 1/ explaining the purpose of
the questionnaire, and a return addressed envelope was sent
with each questionnaire. The schools selected were located
throughout the country, from the east to west coast. Of the
thirty-six schools contacted 25 replied and 11 did not reply.
A penny postal card, asking for the return of the questionnaire
was sent after three weeks to the eleven that had not responded
The sending of this postal card did not change the result of
the response to the questionnaire. Table 1, which follows,
shows the schools to which questionnaires were sent, their
locations, and whether or not they responded.
1/ Appendix B
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Table 1. Questionnaire Contacts and the Response.
f)
to
School
Location Responded
City and State Yes No
Tuscaloosa Industrial
High School (negro)
i uscaxoosa Aiaoair.a X
Arizona Vocational
School
Phoenix Arizona X
McKinley Continuation
School
Berkeley California X
Fremont Senior High
School
Los Angeles California X
Central Trade School Oakland California X
Hartford State Trade
School
Hartford Connecticut X
H. Fletcher Brown
Vocational High School
Wilmington Delaware X
Burdick Vocational
High School
Washington District of
Columbia
X
Opportunity School Daytona Beach Florida X
Dunbar Vocational
School
Chicago Illinois X
Richards Trade School
(negro
)
Chicago Illinois X
Clara Barton Vocational
Hi eh School
Baltimore Maryland X
Baltimore Colored
Vocational School
Baltimore Maryland x
George Washington
Carver Vocational
High School
Baltimore Maryland X
c
11
Table 1. (continued)
School
Location Responded
Pity and State Yes No
Boston Trade School
for Girls
Salem Vocational School
Springfield Trade
School
David Hale Fanning
Trade School for Girls
New Bedford Vocational
High School
New Bedford Continuation
School
Girls' Vocational
School (East Side)
Miller Vocational
School
Hadley Vocational
School
Bordentown Manual
Training School
Thomas A. Edison
Vocational School
(Girls)
Essex County Girls 1
Vocational School
Girls' Vocational
School
Boston
Salem
Springfield
Worcester
New Bedford
New Bedford
Detroit
Minneapolis
St. Louis
Bordentown
Elizabeth
Newark
Buffalo
Massachu-
setts
Massachu-
setts
Massachu-
setts
Massachu-
setts
Massachu-
setts
Massachu-
setts
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
New Jersey
New Jersey
New Jersey
New York
x
cr
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Table 1. (concluded)
School
Location Responded
Citv and State Yes No
Jane Adams
Vocational Hie^h
School
vl en I OiK X
Brooklyn High School
of Homemaking Trades
New York New York X
Tinker Vocational High
School
Canton Ohio X
Bok Vocational School Philadelphia Pennsylvania X
Irwin Avenue Trade
School
Pittsburg Pennsylvania X
Providence Trade School Providence Rhode Island X
Milwaukee Vocational
School
Milwaukee Wisconsin X
Henry 0. Peabody
School for Girls
Norwood Massachu-
setts
X
Chicopee Trade School Chicopee Massachu-
setts
X
25
or
69.4
per
cent
11
or
30.5
per
cent
Table 1 shows that of thirty-six schools contacted by question-
naire 25 or 69.4 per cent replied and 11 or 30. 5 per cent did
not reply.
Schools offering Family Relationships as a definite sub-
1 ect .— The questionnaires that were returned were studied to
rr
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discover what schools offered Family Relationships as a definite
subject, and where these schools are located. Of the twenty-
five schools that responded to the questionnaire only 11 offer
Family Relationships as a definite subject. Of the other 1*J-
schools responding, seven stated that, although they did not
offer Family Relationships as a definite subject, it was em-
phasized in other subjects or a point of view was fostered in
all subjects. The remaining seven responding schools stated
it was not offered as a definite subject and made no record of
the school including such work. Table 2 explains the informa-
tion received from the responding schools relative to Family
Relationships as a definite subject in the curriculum.
r
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Table 2. Schools Offering Family Relationships as a Definite
Subj ect.
Offering Family
Relationships as
Definite Subject
School Location
Name City State Yes No
Fremont Senior High
Central Trade School
Hartford State Trade
School
H. Fletcher Brown
Vocational High
Burdick Vocational High
Opportunity School
Dunbar Vocational
School
Richards Trade School
Clara Barton Vocational
School (High)
Baltimore Colored
School
George Washington
Carver Vocational
High School
Salem Vocational School
Springfield Trade
School
New Bedford Vocational
High School
New Bedford
Continuation
Los Angeles
Oakland
Hartford
Wilmington
Washington
Daytona Beach
Chicago
Chicago
Baltimore
Baltimore
Baltimore
Salem
Springfield
New Bedford
California
California
Connecticut
Delaware
D. C.
Florida
Illinois
Illinois
Maryland
Maryland
Maryland
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts! x
New Bedford Massachusetts
x
X
r
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Table 2. (concluded)
Offering Family
Relationships as
Definite Subject
School Location
Name City State Yes No
Miller Vocational
School
Thomas A. Edison
Vocational School
(Girls)
Girls' Vocational
School
Brooklyn High School
of Homemaking Trades
Tinker Vocational
High School
Bok Vocational School
Providence Trade School
Milwaukee Vocational
School
Henry 0. Peabody
School for Girl
8
Ghicopee Trade School
Minneapolis
Elizabeth
Buffalo
New York
Canton
Philadelphia
Providence
Milwaukee
Norwood
Ghicopee
Minnesota
New Jersey
New York
New York
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Wisconsin
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
11
or
per
cent
1*.
or
56
per
cent
Table 2 shows the names and locations of responding schools and
whether or not they offer Family Relationships as a definite
r
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subject. Of the 25 schools that responded to the question-
naire, 11 or per cent offer Family Relationships as a defi-
nite subject and lk- or 56 per cent do not.
Emphasis on family relationships other than as a definite
subject.— Seven of the 1*4- schools that responded reported
emphasis on family relationships through one or more of the
regular subjects or by developing a point of view, in all sub-
jects, toward home and family life. The greatest emphasis was
shown to be through individual adjustment. Individual adjust-
ment was reported as the goal of special programs outside of
class and of cooperation between home and school. Six of these
schools reported they aimed to create a definite point of view
in family relationships through all the subjects of the cur-
riculum. One of these seven schools reported that home visitor
service was available to further cooperation between home and
school. It is evident that the importance of family relation-
ships is recognized but the effort in the area is widely dis-
tributed rather then offered as a definite subject.
Organization of Family Relationships Classes
Grade levels reached .— When the schools that offer Family
Relationships as a definite subject were located, their re-
turned questionnaires were studied to determine at what grade
levels the subject was offered. The grade placement showed a
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ranare from seventh through twelfth grade. Placement in the
tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades predominates. Some schools
offer it at two or more grade levels. It will be noted that two
of the responding schools did not report the grade placement.
Table ?. Grade Placement in the Schools Offering Family Rela-
tionships as a Definite Subject in the Curriculum.
Location Grade Placement
School
City State & 9 1C 11 12
J. C. Fremont Hie-h
School
Hartford Trade School
Burdick Vocational
igh School
Hi chards Trade School
Girls' Continuation
School
*Jew Bedford Vocational
Hie-h
Springfield Trade
School
Miller Vocational High
School
Brooklyn High School
for Homemaking
Bok Vocational School
Milwaukee Vocational
Los Angeles
Hartford
Washington
Chicago
New Bedford
New Bedford
Springfield
Minneapolis
Brooklyn
Philadelphia
Mi lwaukee
California
Connecticut
District of
Columbia
Illinois
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Minnesota
New York
Pennsylvania
Wisconsin
Totals
x
X
X X
X X
2 3
X
T
Table ^ shows that of the eleven schools offering Family Pelation-

16
ships as a definite subject, one offers it at three grade levels
viz. 7-2-9. One offers it at four grade levels viz. g-9-10-11.
One at four grade levels viz. 9-10-11-12. One at three grade
levels viz. 10-11-12. The others offer it at only one grade
level. The totals show one school offering the subject in
seventh grade, two in eighth grade, three in ninth grade, four
in tenth grade, four in eleventh grade and five in twelfth grade.
Sex of classes .— Since some of the schools that were
contacted were co-educational, an attempt was made to determine
to what groups it was offered viz. classes of all boys, all
girls, or mixed classes (boys and girls). It was found that
only one school offers the work to mixed classes (boys and
srirls ).
r
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Table 4-. Make-up of the Recorded Glasses in Family Relation-
ships.
Location
School
City State
Make-up
Boys Girl s. Mixed
J. C. Fremont High
School
Hartford Trade
School
Burdick Vocational
High School
p ic*ards Trade
School
Girls' Continuation
School
New Bedford Voca-
tional High School
Springfield Trade
School (Girls)
Miller Vocational
HigV School
Brooklyn High School
for Homemaking
Bok Vocational
School
Milwaukee Vocation-
al School
Los Angeles
Hartford
Washingt on
Chicago
New Bedford
New Bedford
Springfield
Minneapolis
Brooklyn
Philadelphi;
Milwaukee
California
Connecticut
District of
Columbia
Illinois
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachus etts
Minnesota
New York
. Pennsylvania
Wisconsin
Totals
x
X
10
Table 4 shows that of the eleven schools offering Family Rela-
tionships as a definite subject, only two offer it to classes of
all boys. Ten offer the courses to classes of all girls. Among
r
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these ten schools are the two that have Family Relationships
classes for boys, too. One of the eleven schools offers the
course to mixed classes (boys and girls).
Names used for courses reported .— Since the area of in-
struction seems to be comparatively new as a definite subject of
the curriculum, it was decided to determine what name it is of-
fered under where it is already established. The simple title
Family Relationships was used five times.
Table 5. Names Used for Courses Reported.
School Location Name Used
J. C. Fremont High
School
Hartford Trade
School
Burdick Vocational
High
Richards Trade
School
Girls' Continuation
School
New Bedford
Vocational High
Springfield Trade
School
Miller Vocational
Hisrh School
Los Angeles California
Hartford Connecticut
Washington District of
Columbia
Chicago Illinois
New Bedford Massachusetts
New Bedford Massachusetts
Springfield Massachusetts
Minneapolis Minnesota
Family Relation-
ships
Education for
Home and Family
Living
Bride's Course
Home Management
Family Relation-
ships
Family Relation-
ships
The Home and
Family Relation-
ships
Family Relation-
ships
r
wm
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Table 5, (concluded)
s
School Location Name Used
Brooklyn Hi^h Sohool
for Homemaking
Bok Vocational
School
Milwaukee Vocational
Brooklvn Npw York
Philadelphia Pennsylvania
Milwaukee Wisconsin
TTn mi 1 v R p~l a +. n rvn
ships
Family Living
Social Relation
Table 5 - Of the 11 schools offering the work as a definite
subject in the curriculum, five use the simple title "Family
Relationships." Four include the word Home or Family in the
title. One is given under the title Brides' Course and one as
Social Relations.
Summary.— Through study of the 25 Questionnaires that
were returned, it was found that 11 had Family Relationships
listed as a subject in the curriculum. Of the 1^ that did not
offer such instruction as a definite subject, nine showed recog-
nition of the field of instruction. They attempt to meet the
needs of today'* youth, whose confusion is due largely to the
present state of the home and of family life, through individu-
al adjustment and cooperation between home and school. The
grade placement of the subject was reported as ranging from
seventh through twelfth grades. The sex of the classes was foun
to be predominantly female. Two schools reported classes for al
boys as well as for all girls. One offered the course to mixed
1
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classes (boys and sirls). The title "Family Relationships" was
used most often for the work.
r
CHAPTER III
A STUDY OF LITERATURE USED IN FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS WORK
Books Used in Family Relationships Work
Textbooks in common use .— It was found that, where Family
Relationships work is done indireotly through the traditional
school program as well as where the work in Family Relation-
ships is done as a definite subject in the curriculum, certain
textbooks were in common use. A study of the section of the
questionnaire which asked the recipient to check a short list o
well known books in this area of education showed the frequency
of use.
Table 6. Frouenoy Use of Listed Textbooks.
Textbooks Listed
Books Author Frequency
of Use
Everyday Living- for Girls Van Duzer & Other 9
Here Living- Justin & Rust 9
Living- with the Family Hazel H. Price 5
Our Changing Social Order Gavian, Gray, droves
Your Home & Family Graves & Ott
Table 6 shows that, of the textbooks listed for checking, two
- 23 -
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were checked by nine schools, one by five, and two by four of
the responding schools.
Among; the responding schools, some showed that all the
books listed were used. On the other hand, it was found that
nine of the responding: schools made use of only one. In this
group, it was found that "Everyday Living for Girls" was the
sole text used by four of the schools. "Home Living" was the
only text used by three of this group and "Our Changing Social
Order" was used by two of the group using only one textbook.
Purpose of books used .— Family Relationships as a subject
in the school curriculum is still in its youth. Constant re-
adjustment of thinking in accordance with the rapid changes in
home and family life is a necessity. A study of books checked
in the questionnaire makes clear what the authors believe is
the need of adolescent youth and what the purpose of such texts
should be. "Everyday Living for Girls" states that the text
should help the girl by emphasizing the wholesomeness and beauty
of family relationships, the strength and security of family
ties. In the preface Adelaide Van Duzer says,^/ "Economic and
social changes in the world of today seem to demand that the
schools assume more and more responsibility for the personal
and social training of youth.
"
1/ iVan Duzer and Others, Everday Living for Girls . J. B.
Lippincott Company, Philadelphia, 193&. Preface V.
cc
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Justin and Rust in "Home Living" state that,!./ "The pro-
cesses of learning how to live and of living center in the home.
The kind of life one lives depends largely upon the kind of
household of which one is a member. This is particularly true
as applied to young people. It is in the home that the twig is
bent." Due to social and economic changes a better appreciation
of the present day problems of home and family life is a must
for today's youth who are tomorrow's homeraakers. Justin and
Pust claim thatl/ "The influence of the home has long been rec-
ognized as a powerful force in the life of the nation. " Of
course school boys and girls are aware of problems arising in
the home between parents or among family members. Therefore,
effort must be made to establish a means of considering problems
of home living and developing proper attitudes toward home and
family life. According to Justin and Rust, 2/ "When the founders
to be of homes realize that successful homes are not accidents
or gifts of a beneficient Providence and that the phrase, 'and
they lived hapoily every after' is not an inevitable sequel to
a romantic episode, a long step will be taken toward understand-
ing the basic problem of successful home living."
1/ Justin & Rust, Home Living. J. B. Lippincott Company, Phila-
delphia, 1935* Foreword V.
2/ Ibid. Preface VII.
1/ Ibid. Preface VIII.
1
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In the book "Living with the Family," we find the philoso-
phy of the text in the following^ "family members learn to liv<
most successfully and happily with one another by considering
each other's opinion, looking for the fairest way to share in
all sides of the family life and helping one another whenever
help is needed.
"
Florence E. Winchell in the foreword of the book, "Your
?/Home and Family" says-' "These studies have made clear that
sizes of family groups, types of housing and household practicei
may change from generation to generation or even from one dec-
ade to the next, but that the two most important functions of
family life persist. First the ties of affection afforded by
family life are consistently essential in the personality de-
velopment of the individual and second, the home as an educa-
tional situation is unequalled by any other agency that society
afford."
Two chapters in the book "Our Changing Social Order" are
devoted to the family. Thus, though Family Relationships as
a definite field of subject matter is fairly recent, the need
is recognized and authors are endeavoring to make available
worthwhile material for use in fulfilling the purpose of
1/ Hazel H. Price, Living with the Family. Little Brown &
Company, Boston 19^?, p. ^2.
2/ Graves & Ott, Your Home and Family. Little Brown & Company.
Boston. 19"^. Foreword XVII.
a
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instruction in this area of education.
Additional books listed for Family Relationships work.
—
Following a given list of textbooks, which the recipient was
asked to check, the opportunity was given to list any other
textbooks used in the work. Such a list is needed for teacher
use, reference material, erroup or committee work, and optional
related activities. If the unit method is used, such a book
shelf is an absolute necessity. The following book list is
the result of the study of that part of the questionnaire which
allowed for additional listing.
Table J, Additional Books Listed,
Books Authors
Advanced Course in Homemaking
The American Family
Coming of Age
Cues for You
Do Adolescents Need Parents?
Everyday Living
Experiences in Homemaking
Family and Its Relationships
Family Relationships
First Course in Homemaking
The Girl's Daily Life
Calvert & Smith
Groves
Lloyd-Jones-Fedder
Ryan
Taylor
Harris-Tate-Anders
Lartem & Miller
Groves & Swenson
Arlitt
Calvert & Smith
Van Duzer & Others
rc
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Table 7» (concluded)
i Books Authors
A Girl Grows Up Fedder
The Girl & Her Home Trilling & Nicholas
A Girl's Problem in Home Economics frilling & Williams
The Girl Today - The Woman
Tomorrow
Hunter
Girls and Their Problems Cross
Home & Family Jordan
It's More Fun When You Know the
Pule
Pierce
Junior Home Problems Kenyon & Hopkins
Know Yourself & Others Donald McLean & Unit
Material
Learning* to Live with Others Cross & Cross
Living with Others Goodrich
Living Your Life Crawford
Personal Problems & Morale Geisel
Picture of Family Life L. D. Rockwood
Planning Your Life for School
& Society
Eastburn & Others
Spending the Family Income Donham
Teaching Family Relationships
in High School
Rockwood
Time Out for Living Patridge & Mooney
1
What Do I Do Now? Payne
> Your Home & You Green
\
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Scope of Family Relationships Textbooks Material
Subject matter common to Family Relationships texts .—
Textbooks, that were checked as being used in this work, were
studied to find the type of subject matter included by the
authors in order to further the purpose of the instruction.
The tables of contents were carefully gone over and the sub-
ject matter presented was noted. These books dealt with broad
areas connected with the home and with family life. Chapters
on home management, health, foods, clothing, use of leisure,
child care, and responsibility of family members were common
to all.
Subject matter specifically rel ated to family re^ati rm_
8hips .— Family relationships or affairs of the family are
specifically dealt with by some authors by arrangement of ma-
terial in sections. In this way, though some of the material
is definitely hygiene or home nursing, nutrition, clothing etc.
all of which are a part of the home, the plan allows space for
material on problems of the home and family living. For ex-
ample, Justin & Rust arrange the Contents in four sections.
Section I, The Home & Family deals specifically with family
relationships and has two units. The home, its importance and
influence, is handled in one of the units under four problem
headings closely related to everyday family living. Unit II
of this section - Maintaining a Successful Family - is dealt
r
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with in five problems that cover the family pattern, traits
contributing to hat>py family life, the individual's attitude
and understanding as it affects him as a family member, relation
ships within a successful family and the influence of family
life on its members.
"Living with the Family" by Hazel H. Price, in five chap-
ters, viz. Home, Getting Along with the Family, Personality,
What the Family Does for You and What You Do for the Family
offers specific material for relationships within the family
group.
Jordan-Ziller-Brown in "Home and Family" makes use of the
section arrangement of material. Section I of the Introduction
viz. Why Study Home and Family? is thought provoking. This ma-
terial could well be used in the introductory work with a class
in Family Relationships. Unit II The Successful Family - has
much material dealing specifically with family relationships
in its introduction. Section 4 of this unit viz. Special Prob-
lems of the Family - deals with family affairs that confront a
family and often beset it.
Books that picture home life,—- In looking over books, used
in family relationships work, it was noted that, frequently the
authors had placed, at the end of a chapter, a list of books
having home life as the theme. After studying the table of con-
tents of many of these books, in order to determine those best
—
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suited for supplementary and out of school reading, the follow-
ing were selected. Each seemed to bring out an important phase
of family living or home life. An effort was made to compile
a list that would allow pupils in various age and grade groups
and with different reading abilities to make a choice which is
not only interesting but which also gives valuable insight to
family life.
Table g. Books That Picture Home Life,
Name of Book Author
Little Women
Little Men
Invincible Louisa
Understood Betsy
The Promised Land
Christmas Carol
Cricket on the Hearth
Mother Carey's Chickens
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch
How Christmas Came to
the Mulveneys
The Yearling
Skating Today
Mother
Louisa Alcott
Louisa Alcott
Cornelia Meigs
Dorothy Canfield
Mary Antin
Charles Dickens
Charles Dickens
Kate Douglas Wiggins
Alice H. Pice
Frances M. Fox
Marjorie K. Rawlings
R. H. Renick
Kathleen Norris

iI
Table 2>. (concluded)
Name of Book Author
Mother and Four
The Kirby8
If I Had Four Apples
Alice Adams
Seventeen
A Lantern in Her Hand
So Big
Sorrell & Son
How Green Was My Valley
But You Are Young
Letters to Mary
The Nicest Home in Town
American Magazine February 1929
Blue Willow
Birds Christmas Carol
Mary Poppins (Series)
Mary Pose Keeps House
Family Footlights
Isabel Wilder
Margaret Whipple
Josephine Lawrence
Booth Tarkington
Booth Tarkington
Bess Streeter ildrich
Edna Ferber
Warwick Deeping
Richard Llewellyn
Josephine Lawrence
Catherine H. Brown
Bess Streeter Aldrich
Doris Gates
Kate Douglas Wiggins
P. L. Travers
Mary M. Wirries
Kitty Barne
Summary.— A study of the literature used in Family Rela-
tionships instruction showed the textbooks in common use. It
was found that some schools were restricted to a single text-
c
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book. A study of the aims of various texts made it clear that
authors feel that youth needs a better appreciation of present
day problems of home and of family life. Material on home man-
agement, health, foods, clothing, use of leisure, child care,
and responsibility of family members is included in most texts
used in this area of instruction. However, some authors give
specific treatment to affairs of the family or relationships
within the family. Thus problems of the home and of family
living are brought into the focus of adolescent and impression-
able youth. Some authors capitalize on the emotional appeal
that is an inherent part of home and include a list of supple-
mentary reading that pictures home life.
rr
1CHAPTER IV
A STUDY OF ESTABLISHED COURSES IN FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS
Scope of Submitted Courses
Response to the appeal for outlines of courses.— A letter
accompanied each Questionnaire that was sent out. The letter
contained an explanation of the reason for the questionnaire and
a request for a courtesy copy of the course of study used in
Family Relationships classes. The courses of study, received
from recipients of the ouestionnaire, were to be studied to
determine what subject matter was included in the courses of
study used in the vocational schools that reported Family Rela-
tionships as a definite subject in their curricula. Of the 11
schools so responding, six failed to send a copy of the outlines
for their courses. Only five returned outlines of their courses
of study.
Courses submitted by respondents.— In answer to the re-
quest for an outline of the course of study used in Family Re-
lationships class work, five schools kindly sent their outlines
when returning their questionnaires. These were studied in
order to discover what subject matter is used when this instruc-
tion has been established. Following are outlines of the five
- 3*-
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courses that were submitted.
1. Springfield Trade School (Massachusetts) offers the follow-
ing in its course:
Meaning or definition of home
Characteristics of a home
Points to look for in a home
Furnishing a home
Responsibilities of family members
Traits of a homemaker
Factors affecting use of time
Elements that contribute toward a successful home
Planning social life for family
Leisure time activities
Friends
Personal appearance and grooming
2. Milwaukee Vocational School now calls its course Social Re-
lations (formerly named Family Relationships).
In the first semester it offers work on:
Importance of Home and Family
What It Means to Belong to a Family
History of Family Life
Today's Family
Modern Problems of Family Life
(r
Milwaukee Vocational School (concluded)
Establishing Family Goals and Standards of Living
Your Responsibility to Your Family
Cooperation in the Home
You and Money
Good Family Relationships
Getting Along with Yourself
Getting Along with Brother and Sister
Understanding Little Children
How to Get Along with Children
Helping Younger Children in Learning Good Manners
Social Graces at Home
Family Recreation
The Family and Its Civic Responsibility
You, Now, and in the Future
In the second semester they include:
Boy - Girl Relationships
You and Your Friends
Sane Attitude Toward Sex
Keeping Friends
Security through Growth
Desirable Habits
c
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Burdick Vocational High School , Washington, D. C. offers in
its course units on:
Foods
Entertaining
Serving
Budgeting
Consumer Education
Child Care
Home Nursing
Interior Decorating
Care of the Home
Family Relationships
Miller Vocational High School
,
Minneapolis, Minnesota offers
the following units as its course in Family Relationships.
How does heredity affect human life?
How do living forms reproduce?
What has science discovered about prenatal growth and
development?
What has science discovered about growth and development
during infancy and childhood?
How does the individual develop during adolescence?
What are some of the serious communicable diseases which
may affect growth and development?
How can I develop har>py and wholesome relationships with
people of the other sex?

3*
4. Miller Vocational High School (concluded)
How can we make our marriage a happy marriage?
How can the family work out satisfactory relationships
among all its members?
5. Net Bedford Vocational High School's course in Family Rela-
tionships lists the following units.
Beine a Success in High School
Home
The Family
Brothers and Sisters
Family Income and Its Expenditure
Leisure and Its Opportunities
Personality and Social Development
Methods Used in Established Courses
Methods listed for checking.— For the purpose of studying
methods used in Family Relationships classes, section eight of
the questionnaire listed five methods used in teaching for the
respondents to check. They were textbook method, involving ques-
tion and answer, problem method, correlation, integration, and
the lecture method. The textbook method was included as an ex-
ample of the types of methods based upon equipment. The problem
method was listed as an example of the methods based upon put)il
purpose. Correlation and integration were listed as different
examples of the methods that are based upon organization of
rc
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material. The lecture method was included as a method which
allows authoritative presentation. The informal lecture, with
questions, answers, and discussion, is often effective at ap-
propriate times.
Methods reported in use in Family Relationships classes .—
It was found that of the 11 schools that reported Family Rela-
tionships as a subject in the curriculum, 10 used more than
one of the methods listed for checking. The lecture method was
checked nine times. Eight schools reported the problem method
in use. Seven checked the textbooks method. Five checked inte-
gration and three reported correlation in use. In section eight
space was allowed for the respondent to insert any methods used
other than those listed for checking. One school reported the
use of skits in the work. The Question Box was reported as used
by one school. One school reported that the work is carried on
through discussion only.
"
Summary .— Five of the 11 schools, that reported Family
Relationships as a definite subject in their curricula, returned
outlines with their questionnaire as requested. Two of these
schools developed their outlines definitely around the home,
its meaning, characteristics, and furnishing. One based its
outline partly on home and relationships within the family and
included income, expenditure and leisure and its opportunities.
A fourth, offers units related to the home, only one of which,
t
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apparently, is concerned with relationships within the family.
The fifth school offers units dealing with the hereditary and
scientific point of view in connection with the development of
the family and its members.
It was discovered that all but one of the schools, report-
ing Family Relationships as a definite subject, made use of
more than one method in conducting the classes. The lecture,
the problem method and the textbook method were found to be in
common use. One school reported that the work was handled
through discussion only.
r
CHAPTER V
COURSE OF STUDY FOR DIMAK VOCATIONAL
HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS' DIVISION
The Course at Present
Objectives of the present course .— At present, the course
has 12 objectives. It is hoped that, in striving to accomplish
these objectives, the individual girl, who is a potential home-
maker, will develop a consciousness of the great importance of
home and become able to do her part toward developing good and
happy family life. The objectives at present are:
1. To bring about some understanding, interest, and apprecia-
tion of what constitutes a happy home and worthwhile home
life.
2. To bring about a better understanding of the responsibili-
ties, rie-hts, and contribution of the members of a family -
as individuals.
3. To further an appreciation of home as a center of recreation
and hospitality.
4. To develop a sympathetic understanding of small children as
members of the family.
5. To lead the girl to appreciate better the financial problems
- 41 -
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of a home and to develop a desire to cooperate in sharing
in the income with other members of the family.
To develop some understanding of the relative importance of
heredity and environment.
To develop an appreciation for the use of leisure and an
understanding of its relation to and effect on family life.
To develop some understanding of the relationship between
the home and community and a willingness and ability to
cooperate in such,
iixample: Civic pride as shown in well kept home, yard, etc.,
good picnic habits, etc. participating in community projects,
drives, etc.; shown in friendly neighborly spirit.
Tolerance as shown in effort toward better inter-
group good-will and understanding.
To give some knowledge of the mental training of the pre-
school child in order to be better able to help in develop-
ing worthy home members.
To develop an understanding of personal traits desirable in
the worthwhile homemaker.
Example: Each pupil charts her own traits; places value on
her personal qualities.
To develop a knowledge of and a willingness to accept and
incorporate into family life worthwhile social customs and
manners.
c-
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12. To develop a better understanding of choosing one's friends
wisely and the responsibility toward the family in such
choices.
Subject matter included in the present course .— In order
to focus the girls' attention on material that will contribute
specifically to the accomplishment of the objectives of the
course, subject matter, meeting the requirements of the follow-
ing lessons, is included.
Home - its meaning and its importance compared with a house.
Family - its meaning and what the family does for the individual
members.
Influences on the home - size of family, size of house, location
Relationships of those who must live together in a single home
and the necessity for learning how to get along with the
family.
Sharing family possessions, responsibilities, and joys.
Sharing family income and. its influence on the home.
Sharing family goals.
The value of family recreation.
Value of family pride and its reflection in the community.
Understanding of need for social niceities in the home.
Meaning of heredity and environment and their importance in
family life.
I
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Individual personality and its influence on the home and family
members.
Importance of a wise choice of friends and the relation of this
choice to the family.
Importance of an understanding of habit formation in the pre-
school child and the influence of good habit formation on
the harmony of the home.
Textbooks used in the present course .— The book "Living
with the Family" by Hazel Houston Price seems to have the great-
est apoeal for the girls. It is written in very simple style
that even the very slow readers can get the meaning from and has
a homey touch that appeals to the sentiment of the girls. Other
textbooks u^ed with the classes are "Home Living" by Justin and
Pust, "Your Home and Family" by Graves and Ott, "Everyday Living
for Girls" by Van Duzer and Others and "Child Oare and Develop-
ment" by Marie O'Donahoe.
Methods used in the present course .— Various methods are
used. There is no outside preparation and no study periods in
school. Work must be clinched and the thought impressed in the
class period. Textbook, question and answer, problem method,
debate, class discussion, question box, sketches portraying some
phase of family life (written by individuals and presented by
small groups) are methods used to stir a consciousness of home
and family living: and an understanding of how to contribute to
rr
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happy family life. The debate is not effective. Although the
girls eagerly suggest topics for debate, vote for the topic
first in interest to them, take their affirmative and negative
sides, the debate invariably bogs down or the good of the com-
parisons drawn is lost in over zealous desire to win in the men-
tal and verbal contest. The question box to date has contributed
very little to a better understanding of the home and family.
It quite frequently attracts only questions that are practically
self answered, require only yes or no for an answer or are dealt
with in more than one of the class lessons.
Present grade placement .— The work is given to the 9th
and 10th grade girls. Some of the girls take th£ work the year
they enter because they are not returning the following year.
This is due to the fact that the girls entering the school are
between 14- and 16 years of age and most of the girls terminate
their formal education at 16. Therefore, classes are scheduled
so that the girls get the work before they leave school, pre-
ferably in the second year.
Recommendations Resulting from This Study
Recommended objectives .— In order to accomplish the pur-
pose of the work in Family Relationships, objectives were sought
that were within the scope of the subject matter planned for the
course. After much consideration, the following objectives were
decided upon as the goals to aim for in working with these im-
r
press ionable, adolescent girls.
Obj ectives
:
1. To develop in the students greater respect for home and ....
family life.
2. To develop an understanding of the purpose of home.
3. To develop a better understanding of the responsibilities,
rights, and contributions of the members of a family to-
ward the home.
To learn definite ways of creating harmonious relationships
in the family.
5. To develop an understanding of the value of definite fam-
ily goals in order to create worthwhile home life.
6. To develop an appreciation of home as a center of recrea-
tion and hospitality,
7. To develop in the girl an appreciation of the financial
problems of the home.
S. To develop an understanding of the value and need of spir-
ituality in the home.
9. To develop some understanding of the relationship between
the home and the community.
10. To develop an understanding of boy-girl friendships.
11. To develop some understanding of the habit training of the
pre-school child in relation to the harmony of the home.
IP. To develop some understanding of the relative importance
of heredity and environment.
Recommended subject matter .— The writer decided to avoid
subject matter that was too formal or leaned toward a scientific
approach to the study of the family and the home. It was believed
that these adolescent girls, many of whom marry at an early age,
would respond best to subject matter that has some emotional
r
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appeal. The writer believed that the aroused awareness of the
importance of home and family would last longer by the use of
simple subject matter based on the age-old appeal that is an
inherent part of home and family. The course will include work
on:
1. Meaning of home and the importance of home and family liv-
ing.
2. History of family life - briefly. 1/
3. Family life - today.
Characteristics of a good home.
5. Establishing family standards and the value of standards.
6. Value of cooperation in the home and importance of getting
along with brothers and sisters.
7. Family recreation.—/
g. Social graces at home.!/
9. Your responsibility to the family.
10. You - money - and the family.
11. You - your friends - and the family.
12. Boy-girl relationships and the home.
13. Expectations in marriage.!!/
1/ Milwaukee Vocational School, Family Relationships Course .
2/ Milwaukee Vocational School, Family Relationships Course .
1/ Ifrid .
{£/ Francis S. Miller - Helen H. Laitem, Personal Problems of the
High School Girl 2nd ed. New York. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 19^7
p. 84.
cr
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1/14. Traits of a home maker. =-'
15. The importance of religious belief in relation to home
life.
16. Heredity and environment in relation to the family.
17. Personality and its influence on the home.
13. The pre-school child and the harmony of the home.
19. The influence of the behavior pattern of family life on the
individual's life outside the home.
20. The family and its civic responsibility. ^/
Recommended textbooks .— After a study of the textbooks re-
ported as used in this work, the writer decided to continue the
use of the books shown in this study in the paragraph on text-
books u^ed in the present course. In addition, the book "Home
and Family" by Jordan-Zelter-Brown and the book "Personal Prob-
lems of the High School Girl" by Miller and Lai tern will be put
into use. Then, too, the books in the additional list, chapter
III are recommended for reference and supplementary reading.
Recommended methods .-— The methods used in this work must
instill an awareness of the importance of the home and of family
living. These girls are, for the most part, terminating their
formal education at 16 years of age and look forward to early
marriage. Many have already had to face family problems. They
1/ Springfield Trade School, Family Relationships Course Massa-
chusetts.
2/ Ibid.
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need to be helped to learn how to cope with their present and
future home problems in a way that will result in worthwhile
family life. It is not enough that they learn what may possibly
be applied in their daily lives. The work must be organized and
presented so that they can see the far reaching possibilities
inherent in the study and be able to make application of what
is developed in the class-work in which they have actively par-
ticipated.
After a study of that section of the questionnaire which
dealt with methods used by the respondents, and, bearing in mind
the needs of the girl whose formal education will in all proba-
bility terminate when she becomes sixteen years old, the follow-
ing recommendation is made. Textbook method, problem method,
class discussion, panel discussion, and sketches portraying some
phase of family life (frequently written by individuals in the
class and presented by small groups) should be utilized. All
work must foster the problem solving attitude.
Recommended grade placement .— It is important that each
potential homemaker acquires an understanding of family relation
ships. Therefore, the work should be placed so as to reach the
girl before she leaves school at sixteen years of age. It must
be remembered that the entrance age of the majority of the girls
ranges from 1*J- to 15 years, three months. Though Table III
shows that very little of the work reported by the responding
r
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schools is offered in the eighth grade, it is recommended that
Diman offer it to overage eighth as well as ninth and tenth
grade girls in order to reach all the girls before they leave
school. It is recommended that the work be offered as near as
oossible to the time the girl leaves school.
Summary ,— As a result of this study, twelve objectives
have been established. Methods recommended must foster the prob
lem solving attitude. The problem of grade placement is condi-
tioned at Diman by the termination of the girl's formal educa-
tion at sixteen years of age. The writer believes it is to the
girl's advantage to offer the work to her as near as possible
to the time she is leaving school, often to marry within three
or four years after leaving school. Therefore, since the indi-
vidual's birthday enters into the problem and because the work
is important to all the girls, it is recommended that Diman
offer the work to eighth, ninth and tenth y ar girls whenever
necessary to make sure each girl receives it. As a result of
this study, broader information on the literature in this area
of education has been acouired which will be especially helpful
in planning the lessons on the subject matter which has been
recommended.
If
APPENDIX A
DIMAN VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
Questionnaire on Family Relationships as a Subject
in the Curriculum
Date
School
City State
1. Is Family Relationships offered as a definite subject in
the curriculum of your school?
Please check: Yes No
2. Grades: 7, g, 9, 10, 11. 12
(Draw a circle around the grades Family Relationships is
offered in)
3. Family Relationships is offered as a definite subject in
the curriculum to:
Check
Classes of all boys
Classes of all girls
Mixed classes (boys and girls)
Check the name your course is given under.
Family Relationships
Education for Home and Family Living
Family Living
The Family
If you use a name other than those listed above, please
write it here.
5. If you do not offer Family Relationships as a definite
course, check in each column below any plan your school
is using.
Boston University ^
School of Education
Library
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Our school program includes
Individual
Adjustment
Functions
of
Family Life
Relations
of Home &
Community
1. Connected courses in....
2. Emphasis in one or more
subjects on
3. A point of view in all
subjects on
A special program out-
side of class for
5. Individual work in
6. Cooperation between home
and school
7. School program is cen-
tered around
6. Check the text books you use which are listed here.
Home Living - Justin & Rust
Your Home and Family - Graves & Ott
.....Living with the Family - Hazel H. Price
Everyday Living for Girls - Van Duzer & Others
Our Changing Social Order - Gavian-Gray-Groves
7. List any other text books you use.
g>. Check the methods used in conducting the course on Family
Relationships.
Text book - Question and Answer Method
.....Problem Method
Correlation
Integration
Lecture
1/ Committee on the Family and Parent Education, White House
Conference. Study of Education for Home and Family Life in
Elementary and Secondary Schools
.
y
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List any other methods used.
9. Please return a copy of your course (or outline) of study
in Family Relationships with this questionnaire.

APPENDIX B
DIMAN VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
Fall Fiver, Massachusetts
December 12, 19^6
Dear Principal,
Within, is a questionnaire on Family Relationships as
a school subject, A copy is going out to thirty-six voca-
tional schools throughout the nation. I hope to discover
where, to what extent, and how the schools are meeting a
dire need of today's youth who are to be tomorrow's adults.
The information obtained is to be used in my Service Study
which is part of the requirement for my Master's Degree,
Will you kindly give me the information sought in the
questionnaire? Will you please include an outline of your
course of study in Family Relationships? I realize you
and your staff are very busy but I am hopeful that your sin
cere interest in education will prompt you to answer my ap-
peal.
I shall be deeply grateful for the assistance you give
me. When, as a result of this survey, we revise our course
of study, I would be pleased to send you an outline of the
revised course.
Sincerely yours,
rr
APPENDIX C
(Follow-up Postal Card)
Dear Principal,
Did you receive the questionnaire that I sent
to you in December? If so, will you please take a
few minutes to answer it? I would appreciate hear-
ing from you by January 2^.
In case you have lost or misplaced the ques-
tionnaire, I shall be glad to send you another.
Sincerely yours,
r
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